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The gravitational mechanism of the radical reduction, comparing with the predictions of the local quantum field

theory, of physical vacuum energy density is considered. It is shown that the account of self-gravitation of the

quantum vacuum fluctuations decreases the total energy of fluctuations of the Planck size to zero, transforming them

in topologically closed configurations. The total energy is defined as the positive self-energy of fluctuation plus the

negative energy of its self-gravitation. By reasons of statistical physics, a hypothesis about the crystal-like ordering of

the whole system of massless ”Planck cells” is suggested. In this massless (or almost massless) crystal-like structure

the subsystem of vacuum condensates with positive energy is integrated. The condition for the topological closure of

Universe allows us to obtain an upper bound for positive energy density in the system close to the currently observed

value.

PACS: 95.35.+d, 98.80.Es

1. INTRODUCTION

The existence of the physical vacuum is the most im-
portant consequence of modern quantum field theo-
ries: the quantum electrodynamics, the Weinberg-
Salam-Glashow theory of electroweak interactions,
and the quantum chromodynamics the theory of
strong interactions. The physical vacuum can be
regarded as a real relativistically invariant quantum
medium (a kind of quantum fluid) filling out all the
world space and realizing the lowest energy state of
quantum fields. One can say that this is a remake
of the classical ”luminiferous ether.” The real parti-
cles such as electrons, positrons, photons, hadrons
etc.as well as all macroscopic bodies are quantum
wave-like excitations of this medium endowed with
certain quantum numbers ensuring their relative sta-
bility. The physical vacuum can be compared with an
ocean with particles being oceanic waves. Waves may
be created and destroyed, but the ocean is eternal.

All modern quantum field theories do not take
into account gravitation, which is regarded as a su-
perweak interaction, and describe local fields in the
continuous Minkowski space without any parameters
of non-locality such as fundamental length. A conse-
quence of locality is the presence of ultraviolet diver-
gences in quantum field theory. For instance, diver-
gent are the integrals describing the field contribu-
tion to the electron mass and charge. There exists a
phenomenological way of treating these divergences,
the so-called renormalization theory, consisting in iso-
lating all such infinities in all orders of perturbation
theory and replacing them by finite experimental val-

ues of masses and charges. This operation, however,
is not physically and mathematically consistent and
closes the way to the theoretical explanation of the
observed values of masses and charges. In local quan-
tum field theories, the value of the vacuum energy
density also diverges. This infinity is replaced by zero
in the renormalization theory under the assumption
that the energy of all observed particles are measured
from the vacuum energy [1].

The situation,however, fundamentally changes
under the account of gravitation. in general rela-
tivity, every energy density, described by the stress-
energy tensor on the right-hand side of the Einstein
equations, gravitates (i.e., curves the space-time met-
ric). Therefore, one cannot simply neglect the vac-
uum energy density by subtracting its value.

The discovery of dark energy in cosmology and
the estimate of its relatively low value (see the re-
view paper [2] and references therein) raises the is-
sue about the mechanism of radical reduction of the
vacuum energy density with respect to the predic-
tions of local quantum field theories. We will show
here that one of such powerful mechanisms is self-
gravity and gravitational inter-action of the quantum
fluctuations of vacuum. Gravity makes homogeneous
vacuum gravitationally unstable, in a way, similarly
to the Jeans instability of a uniform distribution of
gravitating cosmic gas. Breaking out into ling-living
quasilocal massless cells of Planckian size, the space
of vacuum becomes discrete and crystal-like. Quan-
tum field theory in such a space ceases to be local,
similarly to the quantum theory of quasiparticle in a
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solid body. A fundamental Planck length

lP =

√
Gh̄

c2
= 1.6× 10−33 cm (1)

appears in the theory, and the ”curse of divergences”
is lifted from the quantum field theory. In such a
scheme, now there is a prospect for the theoretical
calculation of masses and charges of particles. For
example, one can justify, in a certain approximation,
the following formula for the electron mass [3]:

me =
e2

lP c2
exp

(
−A

h̄c

e2

)
, (2)

which, for A = 1/3 , gives me ∼ 10−27g. If one for-
mally switches off gravity (G → 0 ) and runs lP to
zero, one gets the original divergence.

Next, from the condition of topological closeness
of the Universe, we obtain the upper bound for the
vacuum energy density close to the currently observed
value.

2. GRAVITATING FLUCTUATIONS OF
THE VACUUM

In the relativistic domain, the energy and spatial
dimensions of quantum fluctuations of the vacuum in
quantum field theory without account of gravitation
are regulated by the uncertainty relations:

4E4t ∼ h̄ , 4E ∼ c4p , 4p4q ∼ h̄ . (3)

Here, ∆t is the lifetime of a fluctuation with energy
∆E, momentum dispersion ∆p, and size ∆q. Taking
into account gravity, which reduces the total energy
of fluctuation according to the law

∆Etot = ∆E − ηG
(∆E/c2)2

∆q
≥ 0 , (4)

(here, η is a numerical coefficient taking into account
the form of a fluctuation; it will be specified below),
one can replace the first of relations (3) by

∆Etot∆t ∼ h̄ . (5)

For long-living fluctuations (∆t →∞), from (4) and
(5) we obtain the condition

∆Etot = ∆E

(
1− ηG∆E

c4∆q

)
∼ h̄

c
→ 0 . (6)

It follows from (6) that, under the condition

∆E =
c4∆q

ηG
(7)

there exist nontrivial fluctuations living infinitely
long. Further, taking into account the second and
third relation in (3), we get the equation for the size
∆q of such a fluctuation:

∆E ∼ c∆p ∼ ch̄

∆q
=

c4∆q

ηG
, (8)

which gives

(∆q)2 ∼ η
Gh̄

c3
= ηlP

2 . (9)

From the viewpoint of general relativity, equation (6)
means spatial topological closeness of such gravitat-
ing configurations (see, e.g., [4]). The property of
longevity of such fluctuations (∆t →∞) means that
here we deal with a spontaneous phase transition of
the vacuum with breaking of the translational sym-
metry of the homogeneous system. A gravitational
vacuum condensate is formed.

Thus, the self-gravity of the quantum vacuum
fluctuations turns the space of vacuum into a dis-
crete crystal-like structure [5] consisting of massless
and charge-neutral ”Planck cells” of size (1). In this
case, the energy density of the zero-point oscillations
of the vacuum radically reduces from formally infi-
nite (for local quantum field theories) to finite and
even close to zero. It is this vacuum energy density,
reduced by self-gravity, that constitutes, according to
our idea, the ”dark energy” observed in astrophysics.
It does not appear possible at present to calculate
its value from the first principles because it should
essentially depend on the unknown structure of the
discrete crystal-like space of the vacuum formed by
interacting massless ”Planck cells.” B virtue of their
topological closeness, interaction between such cells
can occur, for example, via quadrupole gravitational
forces [6] and, as a whole, be similar to the van-der-
Waals forces between electrically neutral atoms that
form a crystal.

We have considered above the most extreme man-
ifestation of the self-gravity of the vacuum in the
form of gravitational self-closing of fluctuations of the
Planck size. Somewhat lower, but also considerable
reduction of energy is produced, of course, by the
mutual gravity of spatially close fluctuations of small
size.

A substantial contribution into the lowering of the
vacuum energy also comes from the origin of the so-
called vacuum condensates connected with the dy-
namical breaking of various continuous symmetries
in quantum field theory (see, e.g., [7]). These con-
densates are formed by binding of fermion particle-
antiparticle vacuum pairs via strong gauge interac-
tions. In this case, the vacuum of fermionic fields
sort of ”bosonizes” and re-duces its energy also by
the suppression of the Pauli principle.

3. ESTIMATE OF THE ENERGY
DENSITY FROM THE CONDITION OF

SPATIAL CLOSENESS OF THE
UNIVERSE

The modern idea that the universe as a
whole should have the topology of a closed three-
dimensional sphere is connected, first and foremost,
with the idea of quantum creation of our universe
from the vacuum od some ”mother universe” [8]. Ini-
tially, the daughter universe is born small and then
starts quickly growing in volume and internal mass
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(energy), for example, in the inflationary regime [9].
The size and energy density in this case are, to a cer-
tain extent, connected by the condition of closeness
and, therefore, one can estimate the density from the
known size. The condition of topological closeness of
a gravitating system, according to general relativity
[4], is accompanied by the zero total energy of such
a system by virtue of the exact compensation of the
positive proper energy (mass) of matter by the nega-
tive contribution from its self-gravity. In a simplified
version, this condition can be written, similarly to
(4), as

∆Etot = Mc2

(
1− η

GM

c2a

)
= 0 . (10)

where a is the size (radius) of such a spherical ”zero-
system,” and η is a numerical factor dependent on its
shape. This equation has two roots; one of them is
trivial, M = 0, and the other is non-trivial:

M =
c2

ηG
a . (11)

For a closed three-dimensional spherical universe, M
is expressed through the mass density ρ as follows [4]:

M = 2π2a3ρ . (12)

Substituting (12) into (11), we find the connection
between ρ and a arising from the simplified condition
(10) of the closeness of the universe:

ρ(a) =
c2

2πηGa3
. (13)

Simplification in (10) and (13) consists in neglecting
the term ∼ ȧ2, which is justified under the condi-
tion ȧ2 ¿ c2. Taking into account this ”energy of
expansion” of the universe and introducing the Hub-
ble parameter H(t) ≡ ȧ/a, we get the corresponding
Fried-mann equation

H2(t) +
c2

a2(t)
=

8πG

3
ρ(t) . (14)

Dividing by H2 and introducing the standard nota-
tion ρc = 3H2/8πG, c2/H2 = aH

2, where aH is the
Hubble radius, we write (14) in the form

1 +
a2

aH
2

=
ρ

ρc
. (15)

Taking into account the known uncertainty in the de-
termination of the modern value of the Hubble para-
meter

H0 = (50...80)
km

sMpc
, (16)

we obtain the intervals for the corresponding
uncertain-ties for ρc and aH :

ρc = (0.5 ... 1.3)× 10−29 g

cm3
, (17)

aH = (1.8 ... 1.1)× 1028 cm . (18)

We note that relation (15) describes the dependence
of the total density of the proper mass (energy) of
the universe on the critical density (17) and radius
a. The fraction of dark energy in ρ(a) depends on
the whole physical history of the universe. Observa-
tions give that the fraction of dark energy (∼ 72%)
together with dark matter (∼ 24%) dominate over
the fraction of baryonic matter (∼ 4%). The small-
ness of the fraction of baryons is determined by the
the physics of baryogenesis connected with the break-
ing of the baryon and lepton symmetry in the early
universe and cannot be calculated without the quan-
titative deciphering of this physics.

As regards the fraction of dark matter, here we
only announce the following. In our next papers de-
voted to this issue, we will show, proceeding from
rather general assumptions, that one can justify the-
oretically the observed ratio ρDM/ρDE ≈ 1/3.

In conclusion, we stress that formula (15) is ob-
tained from the requirement of spatial closeness of
the universe necessary for the possibility of its spon-
taneous quantum creation from the vacuum of some
mother universe. This is a very important require-
ment since it is only a closed universe that does not
require external energy for its creation.

We note that the current analysis based on cosmo-
logical observations does not exclude the closed topol-
ogy of the universe. It is clear from (15) that, for
a À aH , the closed model approximately imitates
the flat one, and these models may not be distinguish-
able observationally. A crucial theoretical argument
in favor of a closed universe is the possibility of its
spontaneous quantum creation.

4. THE CONCLUSIONS

From the macroscopic viewpoint, the physical vac-
uum as a continuous medium can be ascribed a stress-
energy tensor of the form [4]

Tµν = (ε + p)uµuν − pgµν , (19)

where gµν is the metric tensor locally coinciding with
the Minkowski tensor

ηµν = diag(1,−1,−1,−1) . (20)

The vacuum is, by definition, a Lorentz-invariant
state of quantum fields. The last term in (19) pos-
sesses this property, which is not true for its first
term contain-ing the four-velocity vector uµ. Hence,
it follows that the vacuum as a macroscopic medium
should be characterized by negative pressure:

p = −ε , Tµν = εgµν . (21)

It is this property that allows one to identify dark
energy with the vacuum energy since the Friedmann
equation for ä and equation (21) imply the ”antigrav-
ity” property of the cosmological vacuum [2].

Taking into account the discussion of the previ-
ous sections, one can propose the following work-
ing model of the gravitating physical vacuum. On
Planckian spatial scales, the self-gravity of quantum
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fluctuations of the Planck sizes turns them into spa-
tially closed massless ”Planck cells” interacting with
neighbors through quadrupole forces of the type of
van-der-Waals forces. From the physical reasoning
one can expect that this sufficiently rigid subsystem
of vacuum forms a regular quantum-crystal lattice.
This lattice is sort of filled with the mobile part
of the gravitationally bound quantum fluctuations
forming the ”gravitational vacuum condensate” with
positive energy as well as other vacuum condensates
formed by bosonization of the fermionic degrees of
freedom via strong gauge interactions. Vacuum con-
densates as coherent quantum-field subsystems simi-
lar to quantum fluids should be superfluous. In our
future works, by laying this assumption as a basis
for the ”vacuum condensate” model of dark matter,
we will try to show that this model leads to a suffi-
ciently plausible estimate of the dark-matter density
and spatial dimensions occupied by dark matter in
the universe.
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КВАНТОВО-ПОЛЕВАЯ ВАКУУМНАЯ МОДЕЛЬ ТЕМНОЙ ЭНЕРГИИ

П.И. Фомин , А.П. Фомина

Рассмотрен гравитационный механизм радикального понижения, по сравнению с предсказаниями ло-
кальных квантовых теорий поля, величины плотности энергии физического вакуума. Показано, что
учет самогравитации квантовых флуктуаций вакуума понижает полную энергию флуктуаций план-
ковских размеров до нуля, превращая их в топологически замкнутые конфигурации. Полная энергия
определяется как собственная положительная энергия флуктуации плюс отрицательная энергия ее
самогравитации. Из статфизических соображений выдвигается гипотеза о кристаллоподобном упоря-
дочении всей системы таких безмассовых "планковских ячеек". В эту безмассовую кристаллоподобную
структуру как бы влита подсистема вакуумных конденсатов с положительной энергией. Использование
условия топологической замкнутости Вселенной позволяет получить оценку сверху для положитель-
ной плотности энергии системы, близкую к наблюдаемым значениям.

КВАНТОВО-ПОЛЬОВА ВАКУУМНА МОДЕЛЬ ТЕМНОЇ ЕНЕРГIЇ

П.I. Фомiн , А.П. Фомiна

Розглянуто гравiтацiйний механiзм радикального зниження, у порiвняннi з передбаченнями локальних
квантових теорiй поля, величини густини енергiї фiзичного вакууму. Показано, що врахування само-
гравiтацii квантових флуктуацiй вакууму знижує повну енергiю флуктуацiй планкiвських розмiрiв до
нуля, перетворюючи їх у топологiчно замкнутi конфiгурацiї. Повна енергiя визначається як власна
позитивна енергiя флуктуацiї плюс вiд‘ємна енергiя її самогравiтацii. З статфiзiческiх мiркувань ви-
сувається гiпотеза про кристалоподiбне впорядкування всiєї системи таких безмасових "планкiвських
комiрок". У цю безмасову кристалоподiбну структуру нiби влита пiдсистема вакуумних конденсатiв з
позитивною енергiєю. Використання умови топологiчної замкнутостi Всесвiту дозволяє отримати оцiн-
ку зверху для позитивної густини енергiї системи, близьку до значень, що спостерiгались.
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